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Abstract
Spatial protein and RNA imaging technologies have been gaining rapid attention but current
computational methods for annotating cells are based on techniques established for dissociated single-cell technologies and thus do not take spatial organization into account. Here
we present STELLAR, a geometric deep learning method that utilizes spatial and molecular
cell information to automatically assign cell types from an annotated reference set as well as
discover new cell types and cell states. STELLAR transfers annotations across different dissection regions, tissues, and donors and detects higher-order tissue structures with dramatic
time savings.
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Main
Use of spatial protein and RNA imaging technologies has opened new opportunities for understanding location-dependent properties of cells and molecules [1–4]. Tissue-mapping consortia
efforts such as the Human BioMolecular Atlas Program [5], Human Tumor Atlas Network [6] ,
and Human Cell Atlas [7] will generate comprehensive cell atlas datasets. These consortia efforts
necessitate computational methods that can assist with robust cell type annotation of comprehensive spatial datasets and aid in understanding functional spatial biology. While tools for dissociated
single-cell technologies have been used to annotate spatial datasets [4,8–10], these tools ignore the
spatial information crucial for more accurate annotation of spatial datasets and typically require
manual annotation. What is therefore needed are computational approaches that simultaneously
leverage the additional spatial features as well as the molecular features of cells.
Here, we present STELLAR (SpaTial cELl LeARning), a geometric deep learning tool for
cell-type discovery and identification in spatially resolved single-cell datasets that uses spatial and
molecular features of single cells. STELLAR takes as input (i) an annotated spatially resolved
single cell-dataset with cell types defined by molecular profiles (reference dataset), and (ii) a completely unannotated spatially resolved single-cell dataset with cell types that are unknown (Fig.
1). The reference and unannotated datasets do not need to be related and can belong to different
dissection regions, different donors, or different tissue types.
STELLAR has two unique properties. First, using graph convolutional neural networks,
STELLAR learns latent low-dimensional cell representations that jointly capture spatial and molecular similarities of cells (Methods). In this way, cells that are spatially close together and that have
similar levels of gene or protein expression are embedded close to each other. Second, in a new
completely unannotated dataset, STELLAR automatically assigns cells to cell types included in the
reference set and also identifies cells with unique properties as belonging to a novel type that is not
part of the reference set (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1). Because of these two unique features STELLAR solves major limitations with current annotation tools. While supervised machine
learning methods [11–13] can classify cells into preexisting cell types, they are not effective for
transferring annotations across different biological contexts that do not necessarily share the cell
types with the reference tissue. On the other hand, unsupervised machine learning methods [14,15]
cannot automatically assign cell labels to cell types without expert reannotation. STELLAR has
the unique ability to assign cells to one of the cell types seen in the reference set, or discover a
novel cell type for previously uncharacterized cell type. From a practical standpoint this ability is
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essential for leveraging reference sets generated in a disease-free state or in different tissues that
may not have all the cell types represented in the target tissue but that may include most established
cell types. STELLAR can be applied to both multiplexed protein and multiplexed RNA imaging
datasets.
To demonstrate STELLAR’s ability to assigns cells to one of the cell types seen in the reference set and discover a novel cell type, we applied STELLAR on CODEX multiplexed imaging
data [9, 10, 16]. We used data from human tonsil as the reference set (Fig. 2a and Supplementary
Fig. 2) and tissue from a patient with Barrett’s esophagus (BE) as the unannotated target tissue
(Fig. 2b). Tonsils are often used for testing antibody panels as they contain high numbers of immune cell markers. The BE tissue contains differentiated epithelial cells, but tonsils do not. Indeed,
three subtypes of epithelial cells appear only in the BE dataset, while B cells appear only in tonsil
data. Moreover, the two datasets have different distributions of cell types. For example, smooth
muscle cells are major cluster in BE, but form the smallest group in tonsil (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Despite these major differences, we found that STELLAR accurately assigned cell types to 92%
of cells in the BE data that are present in the reference dataset from tonsil. Moreover, STELLAR
identified three BE-specific subtypes of epithelial cells as a newly discovered cell type (Fig. 2c,d).
We also compared STELLAR to different machine learning methods trained on the tonsil
dataset, and evaluated on the BE dataset. STELLAR substantially outperformed the best alternative method, achieving 60% higher accuracy (Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 4). STELLAR
was also the best performer based on other evaluation metrics, such as F1-score, precision, and
recall (Supplementary Fig. 5), and STELLAR outperformed other alternative methods by 6% even
when evaluated only on cell types shared between tonsil and BE datasets (Supplementary Fig.
6). We further directly measure gains obtained by including spatial information and find that spatial information in STELLAR achieves 11% improvement over only molecular information (Fig.
2f and Methods). Additionally, we evaluate STELLAR on a spatial transcriptomics MERFISH
dataset from mouse primary motor cortex and show that STELLAR achieves 95% accuracy and it
is robust to the number of novel cell types (Supplementary Fig. 7).
A critical current bottleneck in analysis of the spatially resolved single cells for consortia
efforts is an accurate assignment of granular cell-type labels across donors of the same tissue. For
example, a typical CODEX dataset with a 48-marker panel used to analyze four tissues of the
intestine requires at least 25 hours of work to cluster, merge, recluster, subcluster, and assign cell
types based on average marker expression and location within CODEX images. As a part of the
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HuBMAP consortium, we have generated CODEX imaging data for tissues from three donors for
a total of 24 tissues from a healthy intestine. We first evaluated the performance of STELLAR on
this more granular data and used expert-annotated cell-type labels of images of different regions
of healthy colon from one donor. We evaluated STELLAR in the leave-one-region-out setting
where we trained on three regions and predicted annotations on the fourth region. STELLAR had
high accuracy in cell-type label transfers (Fig. 3a) and had higher performance (F-score of 0.8)
than tested unsupervised clustering methods without manual intervention (F-score of 0.3 across
different methods) [17].
Encouraged by these results, we next used our expert-annotated samples from one donor as
training data and applied STELLAR to unannotated samples from two other donors. We find that
the fluorescent CODEX data of new donors (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 8) agree well with
the cell-type map predicted by STELLAR (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 9). We additionally
confirmed the quality of STELLAR’s predictions by looking at average marker expression profiles
of predicted cell types for the samples from a different donor (Fig. 3d). Protein marker distributions match expert hand-annotated profiles in fine-grained cell types predicted by STELLAR. For
example, CD4 is expressed only in cell types annotated as CD4+ T cells, whereas CD8 is expressed
exclusively in CD8+ T cells. This additionally confirms that STELLAR predictions are reliable.
Expert annotation of these images would require approximately 150 hours of manual labor, while
with STELLAR it took the expert only 2 hours to annotate the images.
The classification of cell-cell interactions enabled by multiplexed imaging of many cell types
simultaneously unlocks the ability to identify and discover multicellular structures. Characterization of multicellular modules like tertiary lymphoid structures is critical to understanding of tissue
function, its relationship with disease, and how to design of effective therapeutics [18]. We hypothesized that the latent cell embedding space defined by STELLAR could reveal biologically
meaningful information about the tissue organization. To explore this, we clustered cells in the
STELLAR embedding space using Louvain clustering [19] and analyzed the local microenvironment for each resultant cluster. We found that the clusters represent major multicellular structural
features of the intestine such as the immune follicle structure, which was enriched for CD4+ T
cells, B cells, and dendritic cells, as well as secretory epithelial which was enriched for goblet
cells, neuroendocrine cells, and transit amplifying cells (Fig. 3e-f and Supplementary Fig. 10).
Similarly structural information was obtained upon STELLAR analysis of the MERFISH data
(Supplementary Fig. 11). Thus, the embedding space from STELLAR also provides a method for
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identifying multicellular structures in tissues.
Development of STELLAR was motivated by a growing need to leverage spatial and molecular information across different biological contexts. Multiplexed imaging technologies will drive
future efforts to understand both healthy and diseased tissue processes, enabled by large consortia
efforts that generate comprehensive datasets and standardize computational methods. Novel insights will come from the rich, but still unexplored and underused information about spatial cell
organization. We anticipate that STELLAR will alleviate future annotation efforts of large-scale
spatial cell atlases, identify major multicellular structures in tissues, and reveal how cells cooperatively coordinate to enable tissues to function.
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Methods
Overview of STELLAR. STELLAR learns spatial and molecular cell similarities that are transferable across different biological contexts, such as different dissections regions, donors, or tissues.
Across different contexts, STELLAR learns to automatically assign cells to cell types seen in the
annotated reference set, or forms novel cell types if cells have unique properties that are not present
in the reference dataset.
Specifically, STELLAR starts with an annotated reference cell graph Ga = {Va , Ea } with
molecular features for all nodes xvi ∈ RD , ∀vi ∈ Va , and an unannotated cell graph Gu = {Vu , Eu }
with molecular features xvi ∈ RD , ∀vi ∈ Vu . The nodes in each graph correspond to cells and cells
are connected if they are spatially close. Node features correspond to gene or protein expressions
of cells where D denotes the total number of measured genes and proteins. For the reference graph
|V |

a
that assigns each cell
we assume we are given a vector of cell annotations y = {yi ∈ 1, ..., Ka }i=1

to one of the Ka cell types (or some other annotations).
Given reference graph Ga and unannotated graph Gu , STELLAR first applies the encoder
function fθ : RD → Rd that maps cells from both graphs into a joint embedding space that
captures spatial and molecular similarities between the cells. The cell embedding encoder function
fθ is parameterized by learnable parameters θ of a graph convolutional neural network (GCN)
[20]. The encoder function fθ generates d-dimensional cell embeddings zi ∈ Rd , ∀vi ∈ Va ∪ Vu .
On top of the encoder function, we add a single linear layer parameterized by a weight matrix
W : RD → RKa +Kn , where Kn corresponds to expected number of novel cell types that need to
be discovered. Next, a softmax layer is added that assigns each cell to one of the Ka + Kn cell
types.
Graph construction. Given spatial cell coordinates of each cell, STELLAR first calculates Euclidean distances di,j for each pair of cells (vi , vj ) from the same region, and edge (vi , vj ) is added
to the edge set E if di,j < τ , where τ is a tunable threshold. In all experiments, we select the value
of τ so that each cell has an average of 5 edges connected. Graph construction step is independent of the subsequent method and can be changed as long as the constructed graph meaningfully
reflects spatial similarities between cells.
STELLAR encoder. The STELLAR encoder contains one fully connected layer followed by
nonlinear activation function:
(1)

(0)

hi = φ(W(0) hi + b(0) ),
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(k)

where hi

is the hidden state of node vi in k-th layer of the neural network and k = 0, 1. W is

parameter matrix, b is bias vector and φ denotes nonlinear activation function. The hidden state
(0)

hi

in layer 0 is set to node features xvi i.e., gene or protein expression vector. The Rectified

Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the as activation function φ: ReLU(·) = max(0, ·).
We then use a graph convolutional layer [20] to enable message passing among nearby cells:
(2)

hi = φ

X

(1)

(1) 

W(1) hj + hi

,

(2)

j∈N i

where N i denotes neighborhood on node vi using ReLU as the activation function. The final em(2)

bedding of node vi is zi = hi . In non-spatial STELLAR (Fig. 2f), we replace graph convolutional
layer with another fully connected layer.
STELLAR objective function. The objective function in STELLAR assigns cells to cell types
from the reference set or discovers novel cell types. Inspired by the recent work [21], the objective
function consists of two main components: (i) a component for discovering novel cell types, and
(ii) a component for learning to recognize cell types from the reference set (Supplementary Fig.
1).
In the component for novel cell type discovery, we use an objective term that predicts pairwise similarities given cell embeddings obtained using STELLAR encoder, i.e., we predict whether
two cells are similar or not. For the reference graph, we use ground-truth annotations to learn to
predict similarity between two cells, that is two cells are similar if they belong to the same cell type.
For the unannotated graph, pseudo-labels are generated based on the distances between cells in the
embedding space. In particular, for each cell within the mini-batch, we identify the most similar
nearest neighbor cell and generate pseudo-labels for the given pair. In that way, pseudo-labels
are generated only for the pairs in which there is the most confidence. To find nearest neighbors,
cell embeddings before the graph convolutional layer h(1) are used to allow cells from the reference
graph to be selected as the neighbors of cells from the unannotated graph. Formally, the component
for discovering cell types (DCT) minimizes the following term:
LDCT =

X
1
− loghσ(WT · zi ), σ(WT · z0i )i,
Na + Nu 0

(3)

zi ,zi ∈
(Za ∪Zu ,Za0 ∪Zu0 )

where W denotes linear layer weight matrix, σ denotes softmax function, Na and Nu denote numbers of cells for annotated and unannotated graphs, respectively. Za and Zu denote cell embeddings
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for annotated and unannotated graphs, and Za0 and Zu0 denote the set of closest neighbors of Za
and Zu used for generating pseudo-labels.
The second component for recognizing cell types learns to distinguish cell types from the
reference graph using ground-truth cell annotations y. Standard cross-entropy classification loss
was enhanced with an adaptive margin mechanism that controls the learning speed of cell types
from the reference set compared to novel cell types. Formally, STELLAR minimizes the following
objective term to learn to recognize cell types (RCT) in the reference graph:
LRCT

T
es(Wyi ·zi +ū)
1 X
,
− log
=
P
T
sWT ·z
Na z ∈Z
e yj i
es(Wyi ·zi +ū) +
i

(4)

j6=i

a

where s is temperature scaling parameter and ū is uncertainty. The uncertainty is estimated as the
average confidence of unlabeled examples computed from the output of the softmax function:
ū =

1 X
1 − max Pr(yi = k|vi ),
k
Nu v ∈V
i

(5)

u

where k goes over all reference and novel cell types. At the start of the training uncertainty is large,
leading to a larger margin and forcing larger intra-class variance [22]. As training proceeds, the
margin becomes smaller and the objective boils down to standard cross-entropy.
Additionally, we use maximum entropy regularization term to avoid a trivial solution of
assigning all cells to the same cell type. In particular, the regularization term is the following:
R=

1
Na + Nu

X

X

zi ∈Zl ∪Z u

k

σk (WT · zi ) log σk (WT · zi ),

(6)

where k goes over all reference and novel cell types and σk denotes kth cell type value of the
softmax output.
Finally, the objective function in STELLAR combines reference cell type recognition, novel
cell type discovery, and regularization components:
L∗ = LRCT + η1 LDCT + η2 R,

(7)

where η1 and η2 are regularization parameters.
Architecture and hyperparameters. The encoder network in STELLAR consists of one fullyconnected layer with ReLU activation and a graph convolutional layer with a hidden dimension of
128 in all layers. It uses the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−3 and weight decay
8
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0. The model is trained with a batch size of 512 for 20 epochs. A cluster sampler [23] first clusters
input graphs into sub-graphs and then assigns the sub-graphs to mini-batches. The temperature
scaling parameter s in eq. (4) is set to 10. Regularization parameters in (7), η1 add η2 , are set to 1
and 0.3, respectively. These hyperparameters were used across all experiments.
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Figure 1: STELLAR is a geometric deep learning framework for annotating spatially resolved single-cell
datasets. Given a reference spatially resolved single-cell dataset in which cells are annotated according to their
cell types, STELLAR assigns cells in an unannotated spatial single-cell dataset to cell types included in the reference
dataset or discovers novel cell types as a group of cells with unique properties not present in the reference dataset.
STELLAR uses a graph convolutional encoder to learn low-dimensional cell embeddings that capture cell topology as
well as their molecular profiles. Reference and unannotated datasets can originate from different sources as STELLAR
transfers information across different tissues and different donors.
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Figure 2: STELLAR accurately identifies cell types from the reference set and discovers novel cell types that
have never been characterized in the reference set. (a) UMAP embedding of the healthy tonsil data used as the
reference dataset. Colors denote ground truth cell types annotations used to train STELLAR. (b, c) UMAP embedding
of the Barrett’s esophagus (BE) data used as the test set. Three subtypes of epithelial cells are not found in the tonsil
reference data. Colors denote (b) ground-truth cell-type annotations and (c) STELLAR predictions. (d) CODEX
image of BE in spatial coordinates colored according to ground-truth annotations (left) and STELLAR predictions
(right). (e) Accuracy of cell-type assignments in BE dataset by STELLAR compared to alternative approaches (
XGBoost [24], SVM [25], Random Forest [26], AdaBoost [27], Seurat V4 [28]). Performance was evaluated as a
mean accuracy score across five runs of each method. Error bars are from standard deviation. (f) Accuracy of cell-type
assignments in BE dataset by STELLAR and when modifying STELLAR to rely only on the molecular information in
cell type assignment (Methods). Performance was evaluated as a mean accuracy score across five runs of each method.
Error bars are from standard deviation.
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Figure 3 (preceding page): STELLAR transfers granular cell-type labels across tissue regions and donors from
HuBMAP data and identifies major structures of healthy human intestine tissue. (a) Cell-type maps with groundtruth and STELLAR predictions made after training on CODEX multiplexed imaging of three different intestine regions across the colon. (b-f) We used data from one donor as the reference set, and applied STELLAR to annotate new,
completely unannotated donor datasets. (b) Fluorescent images of 7 of 54 markers used in the CODEX multiplexed
imaging of healthy intestine from a different donor. Hoechst, blue; vimentin, green; CD3, white; aSMA, red; CD45,
cyan; cytokeratin, magenta; and CD31, yellow. Scale bar of the zoomed out image is 100 micrometers. (c) STELLAR
predictions of cell types after training on data from a different donor mapped to CODEX spatial coordinates. (d)
Average marker expression for cell types predicted by STELLAR for intestinal samples. (e) Clusters in STELLAR’s
embedding space reveal that the embeddings capture major structures within the intestinal tissue. Heatmap shows enrichment of cell types assigned by STELLAR within the structural clusters as compared to tissue average percentages.
(f) Graphical display of the embedding structures found for one of the regions of the colon. Major structures such as
immune follicles were identified by STELLAR.
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Data availability
The datasets presented in this study can be found in the online repository Dryad. Specifically,
the quantified single-cell data are provided (with cells in rows and protein expression, x/y position, and cell type labels in columns). Additionally, the datasets used to transfer from the
tonsil to BE tissue is there (BE Tonsil dryad.csv) and expert-annotated healthy human intestine
(B004 training dryad.csv), which was used to test the accuracy of STELLAR across the four regions of the colon regions of this dataset and also for training for transferring cell-type labels to
unlabeled donors (B0056 unnannotated dryad.csv) are provided.

Code availability
STELLAR was written in Python using the PyTorch library. The source code is available on Github
at https://github.com/snap-stanford/stellar.
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